
Introduction :  

The school trip organised by M.Sublime and the destination of trip was the city of Granville, the Mont St Michel and the island 

of Jersey. It took place over a period of 4 days, from May 9 to 12 2022. We choose to present the afternoon by catamaran 

because this is the time we preferred. First, because this activity was an occasion for us to create new lies and relationships 

with the students in our class. And we think that this activity was in the picture of our trip because for us this trip was based 

on relation for trust between the students and professors. And it was same for catamaran activity because the monitors gived 

us directives and so much that we stay in this predefined fradeworks, we can evolve and have fun as wanted.      

 

Marvin : I can say that in this activity was really funny because firstly, I went up on a boat occupied by « 2 broken arms » and 

secondly, our boat fell into pieces beacuse our sail broke off the mast. Our seal had been hung upside down, and finally the 

rudder disassembled because of a poorly screwed screw. Thirdly,the students of our class who passed by us, threw seaweed 

at us. I can say that was a beautiful afternoon !  

Hugo : This activity was quite cool, it changed from "usual" activities, and it was well chosen because it was a work of 

coordination, and at the same time a little sporty.It was also a good way to exhaust us to silence us on the bus back haha. In 

short, it was very nice!  

  

Activities : The first activity we did when we arrived was visiting granvilleand its coastline. All this accompanied by a guide 

who gave us a historical lesson on the old town. We had information about « franchise charter » for example. we also had a 

short lesson on the attack on ont St Michel by the vandeins and how the granvillais succeeded in killing around 150,000 

vandein soldiers in one night. But also, later the attack of the mountain by the English. We discovered the marine life of 

Granville and fishing. Then, there was the crossing of the bais du mont st michel (14 km) accompanied by 3 guides, we had 

explanations on the phenomenon of the tides, the geography and the geological formation of the bais and the silting up. 



We had the presentation of endemic fauna and flora, mudflats, rivers and nesting sites. 

 

They also explained to us the pilgrimages and the grip of agricultural, sociological and religious history of the abbey through 

the centuries. The guides also put into perspective the problems of tourist and agricultural development since the 19th 

century. They also told us the legends of the bais but also the dangers. 

  

Third, we had the guided tour of mont st michel. We discovered the village, the ramparts and the abbey, but also the civil 

and military architecture. But also on the reception of tourists, the history of the restorations, the maintenance of a religious 

presence, the history of the heritage but also the work of sand removal seen from the mountain. 

 

After, we took a boat to cross to Jersey on our arrival we had a guided tour of the island by bus (we could see the place where 

Victor Hugo had been exiled. Then we went to eat in a pub named the Randall. 

Finally, we were able to have a sailing session (catamaran). 
 

 

 

 

 

 


